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Abstract
This paper describes the evaluation of four types of porous ceramics for use as thermal
transpiration materials in Knudsen pumps that operate at atmospheric pressure. Knudsen
pumps are motionless gas pumps that utilize thermal transpiration along a channel or a set of
channels; the channels must have a temperature gradient and must constrain the flow to remain
within the free molecular or transitional flow regimes. Of the ceramics evaluated, a
clay-based, 15 bar synthetic ceramic (15PC) presents the most favorable properties for
Knudsen pumps. For an input power of 3.4 W, a 25 × 25 mm2 nine-stage Knudsen pump that
uses this material provides a maximum pressure head of 12 kPa and a maximum gas flow rate
of ≈3.7 μL min−1. Reliability tests demonstrate more than 11 750 h of continuous operation
without any deterioration in their gas pumping capabilities. A fitted model suggests that the
temporal evolution of pressure at the sealed outlet of a Knudsen pump can be captured
adequately using four parameters. These parameters correspond to various nonidealities that
play dominant roles in the transient response of these pumps.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
Interest in handheld microsampling and microanalysis
systems, such as those for gas analysis, biological assays
and cooling, has created a need for more efficient, compact
and reliable gas micropumps. Over the years, a variety
of mechanisms have been explored for gas micropumps
[Las04, Tsa07, Ngu02]. The concepts explored in the past
are essentially diaphragm pumps with different actuation
mechanisms. These include, for example, electromagnetic
[Dar96], electrostatic [Cab01, Kim07], piezoelectric [Ste93,
Sch02] and thermo-pneumatic [Sch94] actuation mechanisms.
However, various factors, such as structural complexity,
reliability, cost and need for undesirably high voltages, have
adversely affected widespread adoption. Moreover, these
pumping mechanisms are the miniaturized derivatives of
macroscale ones, which typically have several moving parts.
With miniaturization, the surface area to volume ratio of
moving parts increases, resulting in increased frictional losses.
It also adversely affects life expectancy and performance.
Thermal molecular pumping can potentially overcome
some of these challenges because it does not require
any moving parts. Unlike conventional micropumps,
thermal molecular pumps [Hob00], which include Knudsen
pumps [Knu09], accommodation pumps [Hob70] and
thermomolecular pumps [Tra74], exploit the molecular
behavior of rarefied gas. Accommodation pumps exploit
the difference in the scattering of gas molecules at different
types of surfaces [Hob70], whereas thermomolecular pumps
exploit the anisotropy in the molecular fluxes resulting from
the violation of the cosine reflection law at certain surfaces
[Tra74]. Hence, for these two pumps to be functional, it is
important to choose the proper type of material with controlled
surface conditions. In this effort, the thermal transpiration-
driven Knudsen pump is chosen because its performance is
less sensitive to the material choice and surface conditions,
which can be hard to control precisely.
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Figure 1. Schematic for thermal transpiration-driven gas flow
through a narrow channel connecting two chambers at different
temperatures. If the gas flow through the narrow channel is in a free
molecular regime, the gas flux from one chamber to another along
the narrow channel is ideally proportional to P/
√
T. At equilibrium,
the molecular flux from the two chambers nullify each other.
Figure 1 illustrates the thermal transpiration-driven gas
flow through a narrow channel connecting two isolated
chambers at different temperatures (TH and TC). The
narrow channel permits flow only in the free-molecular or
transitional flow regimes. A narrow channel has Knudsen
number (Kn), defined as the ratio of the mean free path of
the gas molecules to the hydraulic diameter of the channel,
greater than 0.1 [Loe34, Ken38, Kar05]. Ideally, if the
gas flow in the narrow channel is in a free molecular
regime, the gas flow from one chamber to another is directly
proportional to the pressure and inversely proportional to
the square root of the temperature of that chamber. In this
case, the ratio of the pressure in the two chambers (PH
and PC), at equilibrium, is the square root of their absolute
temperatures. The phenomenon of thermal transpiration was
first analyzed, independently, by Reynolds and Maxwell, who
contemporarily proposed rigorous mathematical analyses for
the phenomenon in the year 1879 [Rey79, Max79]. In
1909, Knudsen proposed a gas pumping mechanism based
on this phenomenon. Since 1909, various researchers have
contributed toward the development of the Knudsen pump
[Var96, Var01, Mun02, Ale05, Col05, McN05, You05,
Ale06, Han07, Han09, Kos08, Guo09, Pha10, Gup11];
however, until recently, the limited options for materials with
appropriately narrow channels limited the Knudsen pump
operation to sub-atmospheric pressures.
With the recent advances in the microfabrication
techniques and with the introduction of materials having
submicron-sized capillaries, Knudsen pump operation at
atmospheric pressure is possible. One of the earliest
reports of Knudsen pumps operating at atmospheric pressure
described a membrane with several microchannels for thermal
transpiration [Var96]. Subsequently, the same research group
reported the use of a mesoporous aerogel, with a pore size of
≈20 nm [Var01]. (Aerogel is a super-critically dried silica
gel.) The best case pressure drop was about 11.5 torr with
1.7 W input power and helium as the working medium. More
recently, a 15-stage aerogel-based Knudsen pump, illuminated
with 20.9 mW cm−2 of radiant flux, reportedly sustained
a steady-state pressure drop of about 120 torr (≈16 kPa)
[You05]. Another effort utilized lithographically patterned
nanochannels in a 1.5 × 2 mm2 microchip that included a
Knudsen pump and capacitive pressure sensors [McN05]. It
achieved a pressure drop of about 54.7 kPa with 80 mW of
input power. Although these efforts demonstrate the potential
utility of miniature Knudsen pumps, they continue to evolve
with respect to throughput, efficiency, size, etc.
Unlike lithographically fabricated surface micromachined
nanochannels, porous ceramics have a high density of
interconnected micropores, which is necessary to achieve
meaningful gas flow rates using Knudsen pumps. Unlike
aerogels, ceramics are robust and have high tolerance for
moisture and other impurities. We previously introduced the
use of a naturally occurring microporous zeolite (clinoptilolite)
for transpiration-driven single-stage Knudsen pumping. A
single-stage pump provided a limited pressure head of
<1 kPa [Gup08].1 This paper describes the evaluation of four
porous ceramics as transpiration materials for atmospheric
pressure Knudsen pumps. In particular, the materials evaluated
are a porous glass (VYCOR), a naturally occurring zeolite
(clinoptilolite) and two clay-based porous ceramics (15 bar
porous ceramic and 5 bar porous ceramic). The materials
are evaluated by determining the characteristics of single-
stage Knudsen pumps (SSKPs) that use these ceramics. The
ceramic with the most favorable performance characteristics
is used for a multistage Knudsen pump (MSKP). The structure
of the device is discussed in section 2 and the modeling
strategy in section 3. The experimental results are reported
in section 4. Finally, the interpretations of the results are
discussed in section 5.
2. Device structure
Figure 2 shows an exploded view of the SSKP. A microporous
ceramic disk is bonded peripherally to a thermally insulating
polyetherimide (PEI) substrate using a vacuum grade epoxy
(STYCAST 2850FT/Catalyst 9). A brass top and a brass base
are used to seal the ceramic. The brass base ensures effective
thermal contact of the bottom facet of the ceramic to an external
heat sink. The upper facet of the ceramic is in thermal contact
with a heater through the brass top. The brass top has a cavity
for the heater (≈26.5 ). The heater (HK5186R25.0L12A,
Minco, MN) has a thin, etched-foil resistive element laminated
between two insulating layers of Kapton. A PEI cap and
a PEI top are used to hold all the components in place and
seal the device from above. These elements are bonded to
the PEI substrate, which results in two sealed chambers—
a hot and a cold—on either side of the ceramic disk. This
architecture allows the heater to be located outside the hot
chamber of the device, which minimizes the possibility of
leakage that might otherwise exist at feedthrough locations.
Stainless steel capillaries are used to provide inlet and outlet
ports from the bottom and the top surfaces of the microporous
ceramic, respectively. Conventional machining techniques are
used to fabricate the brass and PEI components, while the
ceramics are machined using diamond tools. Figure 3 shows
the final assembled SSKP; it uses a microporous ceramic disk
with a diameter of ≈12.75 mm and a thickness of ≈2.75
mm. The final packaged volume of the SSKP is 18 × 18 ×
6.5 mm3.
1 Portions of this work have been published in conference abstract form in
[Gup09].
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Figure 2. Exploded view of a SSKP showing relative location of
various components.
Figure 3. Photograph of the final packaged SSKP. It has a final
packaged volume of 18 × 18 × 6.5 mm3.
The basic architecture for the MSKP is derived from the
SSKP. The nine-stage Knudsen pump has stages arranged in a
3 × 3 planar array (figure 4). The planar architecture allows
a common heater and a common heat sink, which helps with
overall thermal efficiency of the device. As in the SSKP, the
MSKP also uses a PEI substrate to minimize the parasitic heat
losses. The PEI substrate is patterned with nine cavities that
house the ceramic disks and nine vertical transfer ports that
serve to serially connect the outlet of one stage to the inlet of
the next stage. The ceramic disks are bonded peripherally into
the cavities in the PEI substrate. Brass caps with embedded
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Planar architecture for the MSKP. (a) Planar array of nine
SSKPs encapsulated in a polyetherimide substrate. The arrows mark
the direction of the flow of the gas molecules from one stage to
another. (b) Exploded view of two successive stages of the pump.
The arrows show the direction of flow through different elements.
microgroove channels seal each porous ceramic disk from
above and below, and direct the gas flow laterally—into or out
of each stage through the vertical transfer ports. The caps also
provide thermal contact of the ceramic disks with the heater
and the heat sink. Figures 5(a)–(c) show various components
used in the MSKP. The microporous ceramic disks are
≈5 mm in diameter and ≈2.85 mm thick. The vertical transfer
ports are 1 mm in diameter. The final packaged volume of the
MSKP, shown in figure 5(d), is 25 × 25 × 7.25 mm3.
3. Modeling strategy
Several analytical and semi-analytical models for thermal
transpiration have been derived from the Boltzmann equation
[Cer06]. Of these, Sharipov’s model has been identified as one
of the most representative models for thermal transpiration in
submicron channels [Gup07, Sha74, Sha98]. This model is
applicable to a wide range of gas flow regimes. The average
3
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(a)
(d )
(c)(b)
Figure 5. Photographs of various components used in the MSKP
and the final packaged MSKP: (a) patterned polyetherimide;
(b) enlarged view of a single cavity; (c) other components used in
the pump; and (d) final packaged MSKP with packaged volume of
25 × 25 × 7.25 mm3.
thermal transpiration-driven mass flow rate of gas through a
narrow circular capillary is [Sha97]
˙MTT =
(
QT T
Tavg
− QPP
Pavg
)
πa3Pavg
l
(
m
2kBTavg
)0.5
, (1)
where a is the hydraulic radius of the capillary, l is the length
of the capillary, m is the mass of the gas molecules, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, QT is the temperature gas flow
coefficient, QP is the pressure gas flow coefficient (table 1)
and
T =TH − TC; P=PH − PC; Tavg= 0.5(TH +TC);
Pavg= 0.5(PH +PC). (2)
Sharipov evaluated QT and QP numerically and tabulated
their values for a wide range of gas flow regimes [Sha98].
In the viscous regime, i.e. Kn < 0.01, gas flow is described
by Poiseuille’s equation. The volumetric gas flow rate is
QPOS = πd
4
128 μl
P, (3)
where d is the hydraulic diameter of a channel that supports
Poiseuille’s flow and μ is the dynamic viscosity of gas.
A semi-analytical model was developed to study the
temporal evolution of pressure at the sealed outlet (i.e. the
hot chamber) of the pumps. The focus was on three physical
phenomena: (a) thermal transpiration-driven gas flow across
the microporous ceramic; (b) thermal expansion/contraction
of air in the hot chamber and (c) leakage between the chambers
and to the exterior that is caused by the pressure gradient. The
model presented here quantifies various non-idealities in terms
of four fitted parameters that are described next.
Analysis suggests that the initial transients in the
experimentally measured pressure at the sealed outlet of
Table 1. Nomenclature for the terms/symbols used in this paper.
All these terms are assumed to have SI units, unless otherwise
specified.
Symbol Definition
ε Tolerance limit on the error eRMS
ε1 Tolerance limit on the error ePHss
ε2 Tolerance limit on the error ePHin
ε3 Tolerance limit on the error ePHmx
μ Viscosity of gas
τ a Thermal time constant of the gas in the hot chamber
τ htr Thermal time constant of the heater
P (= PH−PC) Pressure differential across the
transpiration element
T (= TH−TC) Experimentally measured temperature
bias across the transpiration element
a Hydraulic radius of the nanochannels used for
thermal transpiration
aTE Unit area of the transpiration element. In this paper
aTE = 1 cm2
d Diameter of a channel
dL Leak aperture diameter present per unit cm2 area of a
microporous disk
ePHin RMS error between the fitted and the experimental
pressure profiles immediately after the heater is
turned on or off
ePHmx Difference between the maximum pressure values for
the fitted and the experimental pressure profiles
ePHss Difference between the steady state values of the
fitted and the experimental pressure profiles
eRMS RMS error between the fitted and the experimental
pressure profiles
f Fraction of experimentally measured temperature
gradient that actually appears across the microporous
ceramic
f air Ratio of the thermal time constant for air τ a to the
thermal time constant of the heater τ htr
fP Bulk porosity of porous ceramics
kB Boltzmann constant
l Length of the nanochannels; or thickness of the
microporous ceramic
m Mass of a gas molecule
ATE Area of the transpiration element
DL Diameter of the leak aperture present in a bulk
microporous material used for thermal transpiration
DNP (= 2a) Hydraulic diameter of the nanochannels
Kn Knudsen number
˙MTT Thermal transpiration-driven mass flow rate
Pavg (= 0.5(PH + PC)) Average pressure across the
transpiration element
PC Pressure in the cold chamber
PCe(t) Experimentally measured pressure in the cold
chamber at time t
PCm(t) Modeled pressure in the cold chamber of the
Knudsen pump at time t
PH Pressure in the hot chamber
PHe(t) Experimentally measured pressure in the hot
chamber at time t
PHm(t) Modeled pressure in the hot chamber at time t
PmxE Experimentally measured maximum pressure head
generated by a SSKP
PmxM Modeled maximum pressure head that a SSKP can
generate for a given set of structural parameters a, fP ,
and DL
QmxE Extrapolated gas flow rate generated by a single stage
Knudsen pump against zero pressure head based on
the experimentally measured load-flow
characteristics of the pump
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Table 1. Continued.
Symbol Definition
QmxM Modeled maximum gas flow rate generated by a
SSKP against zero pressure head for a given set of
structural parameters a, fP and DL
QP Pressure gas flow coefficients
QPOS (Volumetric) Poiseuille flow
QT Temperature gas flow coefficients
Tamb Ambient temperature
Tavg ( = 0.5(TH + TC)) Average temperature across the
transpiration element
TC Temperature of the gas molecules enclosed in the
cold chamber
TCe(t) Experimentally measured temperature at the cold
side of the ceramic at time t
TCm(t) Modeled temperature at the cold facet of the ceramic
at time t
TH Temperature of the gas molecules enclosed in the hot
chamber
THa(t) Modeled temperature of the air enclosed in the hot
chamber at time t
THe(t) Experimentally measured temperature on the hot side
of the ceramic at time t
THm(t) Modeled temperature at the hot facet of the ceramic
at time t
Tin Initial temperature of the heater measured
experimentally
Vcrr Corrected volume for the hot chamber
a Knudsen pump, which occur as soon as the heater is
turned on or off, depend strongly on the rate of thermal
expansion/contraction of air within the hot chamber. The
experimentally measured temperature of the heater, THe,
is used to estimate its thermal time constant, τ htr. (The
exponential transients that are observed are characteristic of
conduction-dominated heat transport.) A fitted parameter, τ a ,
is used for the thermal time constant of the air entrapped in the
hot chamber, such that
τa = fair.τhtr, (4)
where f air is a scaling factor. This factor should be smaller
than 1 because the rate of increase in the temperature of air
inside the hot chamber is expected to be smaller than the rate
of increase in the temperature of the heater.
A second fitted parameter, the leak aperture diameter,
DL, is used to model the pressure-driven leakage flow across
the ceramic. A typical porous ceramic has grain boundaries
and structural imperfections that may have hydraulic diameter
significantly greater than the mean free path of the gas
molecules (i.e. Kn < 0.01) [Kar05]. Some of these
imperfections may result from the choice of manufacturing
techniques. The gas flow through these imperfections is
likely to be in the viscous regime, counteracting the thermal
transpiration-driven gas pumping through the micropores. For
a given microporous material, DL may vary from device to
device because, in addition to the crystal imperfections, it also
accounts for the leakage flow across the packaging layers, etc.
The leakage flow across the ceramic per unit area (in cm2) is
represented by the leak aperture diameter, dL:
dL
DL
=
(
aTE
ATE
)0.25
, (5)
Figure 6. Typical variation in the estimated (i.e. fitted) and the
experimentally measured temporal evolution of pressure rise at the
sealed outlet of a Knudsen pump.
where aTE = 1 cm2, ATE is the area of the thermal transpiration
element in cm2 and DL is the effective leak aperture diameter
present in the area ATE of the transpiration element.
A third fitted parameter, f , represents the fraction
of experimentally measured temperature bias that actually
appears across the microporous ceramic. This parameter
accounts for the loss in temperature bias due to asperities and
roughnesses at the structural interfaces by a thermal contact
resistance at the top facet of the ceramic disk. All other
interfaces are assumed to have no thermal contact resistance.
Note that because the top facet of the ceramic element is in
(indirect) physical contact with the heater through the brass
top, it is assumed to share the thermal time constant, τ htr.
Finally, a fourth fitted parameter, Vcrr, represents the
corrected volume of the hot chamber and is used to account
for non-uniformity in temperature of air molecules in the hot
chamber. The gas molecules in the vicinity of the heater are
significantly hotter than those that are further away. This non-
uniformity is modeled by dividing the gas molecules into two
sets, each at a different but uniform temperature. The steady-
state temperature of the first set of gas molecules, close to
the heater, is assumed to be equal to that of the hot facet of
the microporous ceramic; the second set of gas molecules
is assumed to be at room temperature Tamb. The volume
occupied by the first set of gas molecules at room temperature
and pressure is assumed to be Vcrr. For the purpose of the
model presented here, the corrected volume is treated as the
actual volume of the hot chamber. The air encapsulated in this
volume is assumed to heat up or cool down with the top facet
of the ceramic, but with a longer time constant τ a .
Figure 6 shows the typical variation in the estimated (i.e.
fitted) and the experimentally measured transient pressures
at the sealed outlet of a Knudsen pump. The deviation of
the fitted pressure response from the experimental pressure
response is parameterized by three error terms (ePHss, ePHin,
ePHmx), in addition to eRMS (figure 6). A step-by-step procedure
is used to determine the four fitted parameters such that the
root mean square (RMS) error, eRMS, between the estimated
and the experimentally measured transient pressure rise at the
sealed outlet of a pump is minimized.
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(1) The difference between the steady-state values of the
experimental and the fitted pressure responses, indicated
by ePHss in figure 6, has been observed to depend primarily
on DL. Hence, the error ePHss is minimized by selecting
DL appropriately.
(2) The RMS error between the fitted and the experimental
pressure responses immediately after the heater is turned
on or off, indicated by ePHin in figure 6, has been observed
to depend primarily on τ a . Hence, the error ePHin is
minimized by selecting τ a appropriately.
(3) The difference between the maximum pressure values
for the fitted and the experimental pressure responses,
indicated by ePHmx in figure 6, has been observed to
depend primarily on Vcrr. Hence, the error ePHmx is
minimized by selecting Vcrr appropriately.
(4) The fitted parameter f is used to minimize the total
RMS error, eRMS, between the fitted and the experimental
pressure responses (figure 6). Hence, the error eRMS is
minimized by selecting f appropriately.
Figure 7 shows the flowchart for the fitted model; further
details are available in [Gup10]. Thus, the fitted model
provides an estimate for the fitted parameters Vcrr, DL, τ a
and f , such that the RMS error between the experimentally
measured and the modeled pressure in the hot chamber is
minimized. The tolerances ε1, ε2, ε3 and ε may vary from one
iteration to the next.
4. Experimental results
As noted previously, four types of ceramics were evaluated in
this effort.
(a) A 15 bar microporous ceramic (denoted 15PC). This is
a clay-based porous ceramic (Soil Moisture Corp., CA)
with air entry value of 15 bar. The air entry value is the
pressure at which air will break through a wetted pore
channel.
(b) A 5 bar microporous ceramic (denoted 05PC). This
is another clay-based porous ceramic from the same
company with air entry value of 5 bar.
(c) A porous glass, VYCOR (denoted VYPG), from Corning
Inc.
(d) A naturally occurring zeolite, clinoptilolite (denoted
ZEO).
4.1. Characterization of microporous ceramics
The ceramics 15PC, 05PC and VYPG have bulk porosity
of 32%, 31% and 28%, respectively. (Although these are
commercially available ceramics with known bulk porosity
(fp), no reliable data for the pore size distribution are available.)
In contrast, clinoptilolite has an average pore diameter
DNP (= 2a) of 0.45 nm and bulk porosity fp of 34% [Li05].
However, the porosity data are not reliable because naturally
occurring zeolite samples may have varying levels of pore
blockage and other defects. In addition to the structural
parameters a and fp, a complete analysis of the gas flow
requires the knowledge of the leak aperture diameter, DL.
Figure 7. The flowchart for key steps involved in the fitted model.
This section summarizes a technique for using
experimentally measured flow characteristics and one of
the (known) structural parameters (a or fP ) to estimate the
other two (unknown) structural parameters. Two sets of
experimental measurements are needed: (a) the isothermal
pressure-driven gas flow characteristic of the sample ceramic
(e.g. figure 8); (b) the variation in the gas flow generated by a
SSKP using that ceramic (e.g. figure 9).
The measured variation of the flow rate with pressure
head is extrapolated to estimate the gas flow, QmxE, that
the pump can generate with zero pressure head at its outlet
(figure 9). The flow characteristics also indicate the maximum
pressure head, PmxE, that the pump can generate. Because
a Knudsen pump operating at a near-zero pressure head will
also experience negligible leakage flow, QmxE will have almost
no contribution from leakage flow. Hence, QmxE represents
the thermal transpiration-driven gas flow across the ceramic
without any leakage flow across the ceramic. Knowing QmxE
and one of the structural parameters, a or fp, the first step
is to use equation (1) to get an initial estimate of the second
(unknown) structural parameter (fp or a, respectively). In the
second step, the parameters a and fP are used to calculate the
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Figure 8. A typical variation in the isothermal pressure-driven gas
flow generated across a ceramic with the externally applied pressure
head.
Figure 9. A typical variation in the thermal transpiration-driven gas
flow rate generated across a Knudsen pump with pressure head at its
outlet (or inlet).
ideal isothermal pressure-driven gas flow expected across the
ceramic (shown in figure 8). (The ideal case corresponds to
DL = 0.) The difference between the experimentally measured
flow and the ideal flow provides an estimate of the leakage flow
across the ceramic disk for a particular pressure head, which is
used to estimate the leak aperture diameter DL (equation (3)).
In the third step, a, DL and fp are used to model the thermal
transpiration-driven gas flow generated by the Knudsen pump
(shown in figure 9). This modeled flow characteristic provides
an estimate of the maximum pressure head, PmxM, and the
maximum flow rate, QmxM, expected from the device for a
given set of parameters—a, fP and DL. Steps 1–3 described
above are iterated and the unknown parameter, a or fp, is fine-
tuned further such that the errors are symmetric at the axis
intercepts:∣∣∣∣ QmxE − QmxMQmxE
∣∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣∣PmxE − PmxMPmxE
∣∣∣∣ . (6)
Each iteration yields a corresponding value for DL. The
parameters QmxM and PmxM may deviate significantly from
QmxE and PmxE, respectively, because QmxM and PmxM do not
(a)
(b)
Figure 10. Test set-ups for (a) isothermal pressure-driven gas flow
characterization of microporous ceramics; and (b) thermal
transpiration-driven gas flow characterization of a Knudsen pump.
account for all the non-idealities present in the system (detailed
in section 3).
4.2. Test set-up
Two experimental set-ups were used. The first set-up was for
the characterization of isothermal pressure-driven gas flow in
the porous ceramic transpiration elements (figure 10(a)). In
each case, a 25 mm diameter ceramic sample was sandwiched
between a threaded glass tube and a plastic cap. ‘O’-rings were
used to seal the ceramic disk between the tube and the cap.
The cap was connected to a vacuum chamber, which was used
to apply a controlled differential pressure across the ceramic
element. The other end of the glass tube was connected to a
clear Tygon tube that contained a water plug to visualize and
quantify the gas flow through the ceramic element.
The second test set-up was used to study the performance
characteristics of the Knudsen pumps (figure 10(b)). Each
device was tested in two different operation modes: pressure
mode and flow mode. While operating in the pressure
mode, the pump outlet was sealed, a pressure sensor (model
MPXM2053D, Freescale Semiconductor, AZ) was attached at
the sealed outlet and the inlet was open to the ambient, i.e.
the inlet was at atmospheric pressure. This mode was used to
quantify the maximum limiting pressure head against which
the device could pump gas. While operating in the flow mode,
flexible tubing (ID 0.79 mm) with water plugs, and a pressure
sensor were connected to the outlet of the pump through a
T-joint; the inlet was open to ambient. This mode was used to
characterize the variation, with applied pressure head, in the
air flow generated by the pump at the outlet for different input
power levels. Thermocouples, attached to the brass top and
the brass base, were used to record the applied temperature
bias across the ceramic element. The voltage output from
the two thermocouples and the pressure sensor were read into
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Figure 11. Isothermal pressure-driven gas flow characteristics of
various microporous ceramic disks. Variation in the experimentally
measured isothermal pressure-driven gas flow rates across 25 mm
diameter and ≈2.7 mm thick microporous ceramic disks with
externally applied pressure head was used to estimate their
hydraulic conductance.
HP34401A multimeters, which were connected to a personal
computer through a data transfer cable (National Instruments
GPIB-USB-HS). A LabviewTM interface program was used to
record the temporal variation of the voltage outputs.
4.3. Steady-state characterization
4.3.1. Isothermal Poiseuille gas flow. Figure 11 illustrates
the isothermal pressure-driven gas flow characteristics across
porous disks of ≈25 mm diameter and ≈2.7 mm thickness.
The variation of the gas flow rate across each ceramic disc
with the externally applied pressure head was used to estimate
the hydraulic conductance. The ceramic 15PC had highest
conductance (≈76.9 μL min−1 kPa−1) followed closely by
05PC (≈71.4 μL min−1 kPa−1). The ZEO and VYPG samples
had about an order of magnitude lower hydraulic conductance
(≈9 μL min−1 kPa−1).
A procedure to estimate the structural parameters of
the bulk microporous ceramics is described in section 4.1.
The experimentally measured pressure-driven Poiseuille
flow through the ceramic transpiration element has two
components—the flow through the micropores (equation (1))
and that through leakage apertures (equation (3)). For
structurally perfect porous ceramics, there is no leakage
flow and the expected idealized gas flow rate is given by
equation (1). The deviation of the experimentally measured
gas flow from the ideal case provides an estimate of DL for the
bulk microporous ceramic disks.
4.3.2. Thermal transpiration—SSKP. Figure 12 shows the
relative performance of SSKPs based on various microporous
ceramics. While operating in pressure mode, 15PC-, 05PC-
and ZEO-SSKP resulted in almost identical pressure ratios,
PH/PC , for a given temperature ratio, TH/TC (figure 12(a)).
However, the VYPG-SSKP resulted in a significantly higher
pressure ratio than the 15PC-, 05PC- and ZEO-SSKP. The
(a)
(b)
Figure 12. Typical performance characteristics of SSKPs based on
various porous ceramics: clay-based 15 bar porous ceramic (15PC),
clay-based 5 bar microporous ceramic (05PC), VYCOR porous
glass (VYPG) and zeolite (ZEO). (a) Variation in the square of
pressure ratio PH/PC with applied temperature ratio TH/TC for
SSKPs. (b) The gas flow rate generated by single-stage pumps,
based on the four ceramics for different applied pressure head at the
outlet.
plot also identifies the idealized limit for the performance of a
Knudsen pump. The idealized limit corresponds to the case for
which (a) the ceramic transpiration element has no structural
defects that provide a leakage path; (b) there exists no thermal
contact resistance at the interface between the ceramic disk and
the brass elements; and (c) the upper and the lower surfaces of
the ceramic transpiration element are at uniform temperature.
Flow mode testing of these single-stage pumps indicated
that the maximum pressure head (PmxE) generated by the
VYPG-SSKP was >2× greater than that of any other SSKP.
However, in the absence of a pressure load, the VYPG-SSKP
had ≈5× smaller gas flow generation capabilities (QmxE) as
compared to the best performing 15PC-SSKP (figure 12(b)).
The gas flow generated by each of these pumps decreased
linearly with increasing pressure head at the outlet.
As described in section 4.1, the flow characteristics
illustrated in figures 11 and 12(b) were used to estimate the
unknown structural parameters of the ceramics. Table 2
summarizes the average value for the three structural
parameters for the ceramics. Note that the encircled
parameter values were already known, while the remaining
parameters were estimated based on the procedure discussed in
section 4.1.
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Table 2. Summary of micropore diameter DNP, bulk porosity fp and leak aperture diameter dL of various microporous ceramics. The
encircled parameter values were already known, while the remaining parameters were estimated based on the procedure discussed in
section 4.1.
Material Pore Diameter Percent Porosity Leak Aperture 
Units nm % µm 
Symbol DNP fp dL 
15PC 26.0 66.023.1  32 21.1 – 22.5 
05PC 22.0 52.008.1  31 21.0 – 22.2 
ZEO 0.45 8.1 7.42.5  14.4 – 14.9 
VYPG 02.0 01.047.0  28 13.5 – 13.7 
Figure 13. Steady-state performance characteristics of the 15PC,
nine-stage, Knudsen pump (i.e. MSKP). The maximum
(steady-state) pressure head generated at the sealed outlet increases
linearly with the input power density to the device. Similarly, the
gas flow rate measured at the outlet against a pressure head of
≈160 Pa increases linearly with the input power. The top axis
indicates the temperature gradient across the thickness of the
microporous ceramic corresponding to various input power densities
to the device.
4.3.3. Thermal transpiration—MSKP. Based on the
performance characteristics of various SSKPs, discussed
in section 4.3.2, the ceramic 15PC was identified as the
preferred material for the MSKP. A MSKP using this
ceramic resulted in a maximum (steady-state) differential
pressure, PH−PC , of ≈12 kPa at the outlet for a temperature
gradient of ≈16.5 K mm−1 across the microporous ceramics
(figure 13). The pressure rise at the sealed outlet was directly
proportional to the temperature gradient applied across the
porous transpiration element, which, in-turn, was linearly
dependent on the input power density to the device.
The variation in the gas flow rate generated by the MSKP
decreased linearly with the applied pressure head at its outlet
(figure 14). The flow also scaled down linearly with the
power density applied to the device. A sustained temperature
gradient of ≈16.5 K mm−1 across the 15PC ceramic disks in
a MSKP required an input power density of 525 mW cm−2. A
temperature gradient of 16.5 K mm−1 resulted in a maximum
gas flow rate of ≈3.7 μL min−1 against a pressure head of
≈160 Pa.
Figure 14. Gas flow characteristics of the 15PC, nine-stage,
Knudsen pump (i.e. MSKP). The gas flow rate decreases linearly
with increasing pressure head applied at the outlet.
Figure 15. Velocity at which the 15PC, nine-stage, Knudsen pump
(i.e. MSKP) could push a water droplet through a 250 μm ID
fluorinated ethylene propylene capillary for different input power
densities.
The fluid manipulation capability of the MSKP for
potential application to droplet manipulation in microfluidic
assays is shown in figure 15. For an input power density of
525 mW cm−2, the device could maneuver a water droplet
plug at speeds in excess of 1.2 mm s−1 through 250 μm ID
fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing, connected to its
outlet. The pressure head required to push the droplet was
925 Pa. The plot suggests that the droplet speed is directly
proportional to the input power to the device.
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Figure 16. The variation in gas flow rate with time during a
continuous 11 750 h operation of the 15PC, nine-stage, Knudsen
pump (i.e. MSKP). The average gas flow rate generated during this
period is 2.2 μL min−1 with a standard deviation of 0.04 μL min−1.
In order to test the reliability of ceramic-based Knudsen
pumps, the MSKP was operated continuously for an extended
duration of time in a laboratory ambient. It operated
continuously for ≈11 750 h without any deterioration in its
performance (figure 16). For an input power of 1.9 W, the
average gas flow generated by the MSKP during this period
is ≈2.2 μL min−1 with a standard deviation of ≈0.04 μL
min−1. (This flow rate was measured against a pressure load
of 150 Pa.) The variation in the gas flow rate was primarily
due to the variation in the ambient operating temperature
of the device. Variation in ambient temperature resulted in
fluctuation of the effective temperature bias across the ceramic
transpiration elements, which, in-turn, resulted in the variation
of the gas flow rate.
4.4. Transient response
4.4.1. Transient response of SSKPs. Figure 17 shows
the experimentally measured transient pressure response,
PHe−PCe, of a 15PC-SSKP at its sealed outlet, corresponding
to the temperatures THe and TCe, measured experimentally at
the hot and the cold ends of the pump, respectively. The
fitted model discussed in section 3 was used to quantify the
four fitted parameters that control the temporal evolution of
pressure at the sealed outlet of the device. The device had
an estimated leak aperture dL of ≈18.8 μm while heating
and ≈19.2 μm while cooling. The initial pressure transients
that occurred as soon as the heater was turned on (or off)
were captured adequately by the fitted parameters Vcrr and τ a .
The corrected volume of the hot chamber Vcrr was 0.32 cc,
which was 20% of the actual physical volume of the hot
chamber. The thermal time constant of air τ a , for the period
when the heater was turned on, was ≈494 s (≈5.5× the
corresponding time constant for heater). In contrast, τ a for
the period when the heater was turned off was ≈568 s (≈8×
the corresponding time constant for heater). (Anisotropy in
gas flow may contribute to differences in the thermal time
constants.) Finally, the model suggested that the loss in
temperature bias due to the thermal contact resistance was
about 49% (i.e. f ≈ 0.51). Based on these fitted parameters,
the modeled pressure response, PHm−PCm, could reproduce
the experimentally observed pressure response, PHe−PCe, with
a root mean square error (RMSE) of <30 Pa.
Figure 17. Variation in the experimentally measured pressure rise
PHe−PCe at the sealed outlet of the 15PC SSKP corresponding to the
experimentally measured temperatures THe at the hot and TCe at the
cold ends of the microporous ceramic. THm is the corrected
temperature of the hot facet of the microporous ceramic, THa is the
modeled temperature of the air in the hot chamber and PHm−PCm is
the pressure rise at the sealed outlet—as predicted by the fitted
model. The root mean square error between PHe−PCe and
PHm−PCm <30 Pa.
4.4.2. Transient response of MSKPs. Figure 18 shows
the experimentally measured transient pressure response,
PHe−PCe, at the sealed outlet of a 15PC-based MSKP. The
corresponding temperatures measured at the hot and the cold
facets of the device are indicated by THe and TCe, respectively.
The temperatures were measured at the top and the bottom of
the fifth stage, whereas the pressure PHe was measured at the
outlet of the ninth stage and PCe was measured at the inlet of
the first stage.
The MSKP model is comprised of nine interlinked fitted
models, one for each of the nine stages, such that the pressure
at the outlet of one stage is reflected at the inlet of the
next stage. Table 3 summarizes the values for various fitted
parameters that adequately capture the temporal evolution
of pressure at the sealed outlet of the device. The relative
location of individual stages in the MSKP with respect to the
inlet (I) and outlet (O) are indicated by dark circles in the
first row of table 3. Based on these fitted parameters, the
modeled pressure response, PHm−PCm, could reproduce the
experimentally observed pressure response, PHe−PCe, with a
RMS error of ≈110 Pa.
5. Discussion
Although the ceramic 15PC has the largest leak aperture, dL
(table 2), of those studied in this effort, it offers the best
performance amongst the ceramic materials considered. This
is because it has the largest pore diameter, DNP, and the highest
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Table 3. Summary of fitted parameters for the 15PC-MSKP.
Location
in 3 × 3
array
Fitted pa-
rameters Units Heater First stage Second stage Third stage Fourth stage Fifth stage Sixth stage Seventh stage Eighth stage Ninth stage
Vcrr cm3 – 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.26
τ a Heat s 90 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 207
Cool s 94 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 216
dL Heat μm – 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 29
Cool μm – 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 29
f – 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.88
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Figure 18. Variation in the experimentally measured pressure rise
PHe−PCe at the sealed outlet of the 15PC, nine-stage, Knudsen
pump (i.e. MSKP) corresponding to the experimentally measured
temperatures THe at the hot and TCe at the cold ends of the
microporous ceramic. THm is the modeled temperature of the hot
facet of the microporous ceramic, THa is the corrected temperature
of the air in the hot chamber and PHm−PCm is the corresponding
pressure rise at the sealed outlet—as predicted by the fitted model.
The root mean square error between PHe−PCe and PHm−PCm
<110 Pa.
porosity fp. Hence, the effective thermal transpiration-driven
gas flow generated by 15PC, even after accounting for the
leakage flow, is higher than other ceramics.
The leak aperture dL (≈22.2 μm) for the 15PC-SSKP, as
estimated from the steady-state characterization (section 4.1),
is reasonably close to the dL (≈19 μm) predicted by the fitted
model. Similarly, for the MSKP, the fitted model suggests
that the stages 1–8 should have dL ≈ 22 μm, which is in
good agreement with the dL for 15PC estimated using steady-
state characterization. However, dL for the ninth stage, as
predicted by the fitted model, is larger (≈29 μm) than that for
the remaining stages, potentially because of additional leakage
across various joints/fitting at the outlet of the device.
Based on the experimental characterization of various
ceramics, 15PC was identified as a favorable ceramic for
multistage Knudsen pumping. Although the VYPG-SSKP
results in ≈2× greater pressure head than the 15PC-SSKP,
the maximum gas flow rate generated by the 15PC-SSKP is
>5× greater than the maximum gas flow rate generated by
the VYPG-SSKP (figure 12(b)). The 15PC-SSKP also offered
greater flow than the ZEO-SSKP and the 05PC-SSKP.
The transient variation of the differential pressure in the
hot chamber of the 15PC-SSKP does not follow the same
general trend reported in earlier studies [You05, Han07,
Han09] which appear similar to an overdamped transient
response (figure 17). Two possible reasons for this deviation
are that for the device presented here, the volume of the
hot chamber is significantly smaller and the heating rate is
potentially larger. Both of these contribute to a rapid increase
in the chamber pressure. The volume of the hot chamber
depends on the geometry of the device, whereas the rate of
heating depends on the thermal mass of the device and the
power delivered to the heater. For the experimental results
presented in figure 17, the initial pressure rise due to the
thermal expansion of the air in the hot chamber dominates
the pressure release due to the outflow of air through the leak
aperture. This leads to a spike in the measured pressure;
however, with time, the excess gas molecules leak out of the
hot chamber, allowing the pressure in the hot chamber to settle
to a steady-state value. At steady state, the pressure in the hot
chamber is dynamically balanced by the thermal transpiration
flow into the hot chamber and (Poiseuille) leakage flow,
through the leak aperture, out of the hot chamber.
For the 15PC-SSKP, τ a for heating was observed to be
smaller than τ a for cooling. This is potentially because the
direction of gas flow across the transpiration element (15PC)
in these cases is opposite. As soon as the heater is turned
on, the unheated air starts flowing from the cold side to the
hot side of the transpiration element. While passing through
the transpiration element, the air gets pre-heated, which favors
the heating of the air in the hot chamber, thus reducing τ a for
heating. In contrast, as soon as the heater is turned off, the
heated air in the hot chamber moves from the hot side of the
transpiration element to the cold side. This does not assist the
cooling of the (remaining) air in the hot chamber. Hence, τ a
for cooling is larger than τ a for heating.
The fitted model for the 15PC-SSKP suggests that only
20% of the actual physical volume of the hot chamber
contributes to Vcrr (≈0.32 cm3). The contribution is even
smaller (17%) for the MSKP. This is potentially because the
footprint of individual stages in the MSKP is significantly
smaller than that in the 15PC-SSKP; hence, the volume of air
closer to heater is significantly less in the MSKP than in the
15PC-SSKP. In contrast, for stages 1–8 in the MSKP, 85% of
the actual physical volume of the hot chamber constitutes Vcrr.
This high percentage is potentially because the hot chambers
for stages 1–8 are comprised primarily of the vertical transfer
ports that serve to connect adjacent stages. These transfer
ports are embedded in the PEI substrate and are sealed at
ends with brass caps that are located directly underneath the
heater. Hence, a significant portion of the air entrapped in
these transfer ports gets heated, resulting in higher percentage
for Vcrr.
For stages 1–8 in the MSKP, τ a is 1.4× the thermal time
constant for heater itself, whereas τ a for the air entrapped in the
ninth stage is ≈2.3× the thermal time constant for heater. The
ninth stage has a longer time constant because it has a larger
volume of air encapsulated in its hot chamber that must be
heated. Similarly, τ a of heating/cooling for the 15PC-SSKP
is significantly larger than any of the stages in the MSKP
because the 15PC-SSKP has significantly larger Vcrr.
The arrayed structure of the MSKP results in non-uniform
thermal loss from different stages. Hence, the temperature bias
across various stages is expected to be non-uniform. Moreover,
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the heater used in this work is narrower on one side, so the
stages 1–3 and 7–9 are not completely covered by the heater,
which contributes to the non-uniformity in temperature bias
across various stages. A finite-element (COMSOLTM) model
is used to estimate the relative variation in temperature bias
across various stages with respect to the fifth stage. (The
temperature bias across the fifth stage is used as reference
because it is located at the center and is expected to have the
highest temperature bias.) Subsequently, the fitted model is
used to estimate the fitted parameter f for the fifth stage. The
parameters f for remaining stages are determined by scaling
down the fitted value of f for the fifth stage based on the
relative variation in the temperature bias across these stages,
as predicted by the finite-element model. The fitted parameter
f is 0.88 for stages 1–3 and 7–9, whereas its value for stages
4–6 is 0.93.
The model uses nominal values for the unknown
parameters (a or fp), which are derived from the steady-state
characterization of various ceramics (table 2). The limiting
values for the derived structural parameters are associated with
the following cases:∣∣∣∣QmxE − QmxMQmxE
∣∣∣∣ ≈ 0 (7)
and ∣∣∣∣PmxE − PmxMPmxE
∣∣∣∣ ≈ 0. (8)
The values determined for the structural parameters a and fp
have significant error margins associated with them because
the steady-state analysis does not account for all the non-
idealities. Moreover, there could be a large standard deviation
of the pore sizes and percent porosity of the ceramics
(table 2). A more rigorous analysis requires the knowledge
of pore size distribution, impurities in the porous ceramic,
etc. Ideally, these properties should be obtained on each
transpiration element without damaging the sample itself.
Imaging of the transpiration elements is beyond the scope this
effort.
The results suggest that the MSKP is effective in
generating gas flow at pressure heads that are not possible
with the SSKP [Var01, McN05, Gup08]. It is evident that
with appropriate scaling, miniaturized Knudsen pumps may be
useful for fluid manipulation in micro total analysis systems.
The measured increment of droplet speed per unit change in
input power suggests that the device can provide volumetric
precision of ≈1 nL min−1 per unit mW change in the input
power, which can be potentially useful for various microfluidic
systems [Ung00, Sia03] (figure 15).
6. Conclusion
The 15 bar porous ceramic (15PC) from Soil Moisture and
Equipment Corporation is one of the most promising ceramics
for Knudsen pumps. The large pore diameter and high porosity
of 15PC result in gas flow rates as high as high as 3.7 μL min−1
against a pressure head of 160 Pa. Further, for an input power
of 3.4 W, the serially connected nine-stage structure of the
MSKP, with footprint 25 × 25 mm2, allows a pressure head
as high as 12 kPa. These operating characteristics suggest
the potential utility of multiple stage Knudsen pump fluid
manipulation in micro total analysis systems. As a preliminary
result, the nine-stage pump was able to move water drops
through a 250 μm ID fluorinated ethylene propylene capillary
at speeds in excess of 1.2 mm s−1. Compared to other
miniature pumps, the ceramic-based Knudsen pump has the
potential for longevity because it lacks moving parts. As
another preliminary result, the MSKP operated continuously
for ≈11 750 h without any observable deterioration in its
performance. A semi-analytical fitted model was proposed;
it uses four fitted parameters to estimate the highly nonlinear
temporal evolution of the pressure at the sealed outlet of the
SSKPs and the MSKPs. The fitted model can reproduce the
experimentally measured results with a root mean square error
of <110 Pa.
Having demonstrated the feasibility of the MSKP to meet
the performance requirement of various microsystems, the
fabrication process and the materials used can be refined
further to optimize the efficiency of the device and to minimize
the size of the device. A suitable choice of materials
and fabrication steps is expected to enable batch fabrication
methods for these devices.
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